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Creating a Family Legacy 
Through His Daughters

at Silver Maple Farm

A family legacy that is consistently 
beautiful and beautifully consistent.
.............................................

Create your own legacy with Ali Saroukh,
EU approved frozen semen available.

1695 edison street  |  santa ynez, Ca 93460
farm tel: 805-686-5252  |  farm fax: 805-686-5311

Christie metz: christie@smfarabs.com  |  Henry metz: henry@smfarabs.com
farm e-mail: info@smfarabs.com  |  Website: www.smfarabs.com

Ali Saroukh is a sire of  exquisite offspring. 
In turn, they are producing our next great 

generation of  straight Egyptian foals 
and breeding bloodstock.

Ali
SAroukh

(Ruminaja Ali x Glorietasayonaara)

Creating a Family Legacy 
Through His Daughters

at Silver Maple Farm
.....................................

We invite you to make an appointment
to see our breeding program and 

horses available for purchase.

.............................................
Create your own legacy with Ali Saroukh,

EU approved frozen semen available.

A family legacy that is consistently 
beautiful and beautifully consistent.

sidon smf

sayo saHran smf

BB sayo & sHeikH sayeed smf

Hasna smf sHeikH sami smf sHeikHa sara smf

Hamza smf

Jasoor smf

SIdon SMF (Ali Saroukh x Shaboura)
is beginning his show and breeding career 

standing with Trevor Miller and Arlene Padilla. 

AlI SAroukh’S daughters are making major
contributions to the Silver Maple breeding program

and to Straight Egyptian programs around the world. 
Their offspring featured here continue Ali Saroukh’s legacy. 

JASoor SMF (Simeon Shai x Jade lotus SMF)
represents the second generation of  Ali Saroukh’s blood.

His first foals are arriving and show great promise.

We invite your inquiries.

A living legacy

.....................................
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Christie and Henry Metz
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with Jeff Wallace 

What does your dream horse look like? For me, the 
horse of my dreams looks like the classic Arabian that 
you see in the old Orientalist paintings of de Dreux, 
Adams and Vernet. Their “type” exhibits a silken skin 
with veins on top, iridescent hair coats, proud carriage 
with a flag waving tail and a lofty walk. My dream 
horses have finely chiseled heads, with huge, dark eyes, 
and they are expressive. In life, Arabians have a way of 
connecting with you via this ability; it pulls on your 
heartstrings making a bond. Possibly, this is the most 
important clue to their being special … this energy they 
project that creates a connection and a bond with you.

If you could resurrect any two horses, who would 
they be and why? This is easy! Simeon Shai and 
Glorietasayonaara. Our journey as breeders began with 
these two straight Egyptian horses; they were inspiring 
and will always hold a special place in my heart. The 
memories they gave us are irreplaceable.

Who was the first Arabian horse you laid eyes on and 
what was the experience like? I remember visiting 
Judy Jones at Atallah Arabian Farm and seeing all of 
their Arabians and being in awe. Almost speechless, yet 
understanding that I was in a barn that housed equine 
treasures. For me, it was an epiphany; I knew these 
creatures were what I wanted to be involved with in any 
way possible. Immediately, I recognized that this breed, 
the Arabian, is unique; just gorgeous … and those eyes—
they just pulled me into this life.
 
How has the Arabian horse enriched your life? In 
two ways actually, from being involved with the horses 
themselves, and the people that they bring into our 
lives. In the daily interaction with the horses, I enjoy 
their individual personalities, seeing their families grow 
generationally, recognizing characteristics and traits in 
them that are present in each succeeding generation. 
Becoming a part of that ancient, Arabian breeding 
continuum (of the humans) feels wonderful. From the 

deserts of Arabia to Santa Ynez, Calif., we have met 
people from around the world, only because of this 
horse. I especially love and enjoy their history and the 
process of creating a foal, planning, waiting, and realizing 
that dream.

Do you prefer the desert or the ocean? When you live 
in the Santa Ynez Valley of California, with the ocean 
30 minutes away, you have the “best of the best” with 
regard to climate and beauty of landscape, let alone 
the people. Ringed by mountains, we live on the valley 
floor decorated by oaks that are sculptures with leaves—
golden grasses in the summertime and green hills in the 
winter—abundant roses and flowers galore with sunny 
days most of the year all topped off with wildlife and a 
casual lifestyle. 

Who have your mentors been in the Arabian horse 
business? Dr. Charles and Judy Jones were our initial 
mentors; they owned Atallah Arabian Farm in our 
hometown of Sioux City, Iowa. After them, I would say 
we have learned from many people in the business about 
breeding and the horses in general. Judith and Don 
Forbis, Sigi Siller, Marieta Salas, Joe Ferriss, Kim Jarvis, 
Richard Sanders, Polly Knoll, Johnny Johnston, Marion 
Richmond, Jenni Ogden, Mike Neal, Becky Rogers, 
Janice Bush, Carol Steppe, Dr. Ric Redden, Dr, Michele 
LeBlanc, all the staff and veterinarians at Alamo Pintado 
and Santa Lucia Farms; Dr. Phoebe Smith and on and 
on. This is a community of people that continuously are 
willing to share their knowledge and experience.

Name a handful of Arabian mares alive today that 
make you weak in the knees. There are just so many 
that make me weak in the knees! This is a hallmark of 
the breed; the ability to make you gasp, and your heart 
pound and knees weak. There is something so special 
about Arabians; they are truly able to touch our souls. 
At our farm, we have been truly blessed to have the 
mares, Shaia, Om El Shadream, Jade Lotus SMF, Shaia, 
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Haalani SMF, Bint Bint Sayo, Shaboura and Princess 
Samaria. Of course, our first two hold a special place, 
Glorietasayonaara and Isah.

What makes you happy? Simple things make me happy, 
like a good cup of coffee in the morning, sharing our 
lives with friends and family, a walk outdoors in nature 
and cooking a good meal. To feel the warm breath of one 
of our horses on my hand, burying my face in a horse’s 
neck and breathing in their scent. Visiting a pasture of 
mares with babies and having them come up for a pat or 
a scratch. I love to write about the horses, their history or 
just share stories of life on the farm for that matter. 

What part of breeding Arabian horses lives deep in 
your soul? For me this would be the artistry of breeding 
Arabian horses; it is as if you are weaving a tapestry. This 
tapestry is alive, woven of beautifully colored threads that 
represent the animals, the experiences and people. It tells 
a story of our lives with the horses, creating an amazing 
pattern. Our part in this overall tapestry is but a small 
portion of the worldwide breeding continuum of the 
Arabian horse. Past present and future … if you breed 
Arabians you become a part of that tapestry.

What is your favorite horse destination to travel to? 
Right here in the Santa Ynez Valley, it is about as good 
as it gets for seeing Arabian horses. How lucky am I? 
However, I do love the Mideast and Egypt. In Europe, I 
love to visit Paris for the museums and see the Salon du 
Cheval. On my favorites list is to visit Morocco someday. 

What two characteristics do you love most about 
the Arabian horse? The ability they have to instantly 
connect and bond with humans using their eyes. Their 
beauty and presence, whether standing or in action, 
makes my heart sing!

What is your favorite part about foaling out mares? 
Seeing the mares bond with their foals has to be one of 
the most wonderful aspects of foaling. One time one of 
our mares was literally nickering to her foal and it was 
not even out yet!

Who have been your mentors in this business? 
Wow, do you ever quit having mentors? Eventually you 
become one just from loving the horses so much that 
you share your knowledge. Initially, it was Judy Jones of 
Atallah Arabian Farm in Sioux City, Iowa. Along the 

way, anyone that we approached about any segment, gave 
of themselves and their knowledge. I love that about 
this business.

Reflect back and tell me about Ruminaja Ali. What 
are your memories with this legendary stallion? What 
are the attributes that came from this stallion to your 
breeding program? We really did not see him more than 
a few times when we got started in the business. The 
entire Bergren family, but especially Jim Bergen, were 
always willing to be helpful when it came to shipping 
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Bint Bint Sayo with 2015 colt Sheikh Sayeed SMF 
by Symbolic SMF.
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Ali semen to us or giving advice. We both appreciate 
Ruminaja Ali’s elegance combined with his amazing 
presence. I believe that Ali added those elements to our 
program through his son, Ali Saroukh and his full sister, 
Sahbine, and now the stallion Sidon SMF. 

One of the strongest dam lines on your farm came from 
Mike and KiKi Case; tell me why you think that has 
worked so well and what are the attributes that have 
come from that dam line? Glorietasayonaara was such 
a beautiful combination of Dahmah Shahwaniah and 
Saqlawiah lines; the rounder body shapes with the more 
elegant long lines. She brought many, many strengths 
as our foundation mare. Judy Jones taught me to map a 
pedigree pictorially and see where your mare was within 
that pedigree. Then to look at the stallions used on 
the mares, then do the same with their dam lines, too. 
By doing a pictorial mapping of your mare’s pedigree, 
it reveals a lot. Judy encouraged me to think that the 
mares bring 65-75 percent of their traits forward. Now, 
genetically, science tells us they only bring 50 percent to 
the equation. However, because of the inbreeding that 
went on among the Bedouin, the physical traits were set 
in a unique way. It is not hard to see those influences of 

the past are still strongly present today, this I have seen 
over and over again.

Tell us what it is like to go from an Arabian enthusiast 
with only one or two horses, to now a breeder of multi 
generations? It was a gradual and thoughtful process as 
to how Henry and I developed our program along with 
our goals. The first few years we had only two mares, 
but by year four we had five. Then they had foals and 
onward it went. We never intended to be breeders of 
large quantities of horses, but breeders of quality. We 
never became huge in numbers, but we are breeders of 
exceptional quality. The other aspect was that we wished 
to know our horses and enjoy all their personalities; this is 
difficult to do if you have too many horses. Yes, SMF is a 
business, but it is not an impersonal business. The horses 
are living, breathing creatures that are enjoyable to be 
around; why not do that … enjoy them as you raise them. 

How did you get into the straight Egyptian community 
versus the Arabian community as a whole? By traveling 
around to breeding farms and attending horse shows; 
boots on the ground, as the saying goes for campaigns. I 
would always find my eye going to a straight Egyptian or 

Ali Saroukh (Ruminaja Ali x Glorietasayonaara) with Henry and Christie Metz.
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one with a heavy amount of Egyptian breeding in their 
pedigree. It was the obvious choice.

You must feel a certain responsibility to the straight 
Egyptian horse to make it better and move it forward.  
If this is true, please talk about it a bit. The straight 
Egyptian was a term used to denote the horses of 
Egypt upon the founding of the Pyramid Society. This 
particular set of horses, originated in the desert. These 
horses were selected for breeding programs within Egypt 
a few hundred years ago with their history being kept 
orally and recorded as well. Really, this is the story for 
other segments of the Arabian horse such as the Polish, 
Russian or Spanish too. As a breeder, you are really a 
steward of the horses. As a steward, you want to take as 
good a care as possible of your Arabians and those you 
breed, improving each generation. This is in order that 
those following, will have a wonderful model to work 
with going into the future, and then we have done our 
jobs well.

Do you find longevity to have a certain elegance and 
respect about it? If yes, tell me a bit about that. I am 
not sure longevity brings respect, in my opinion. It is 
more about experience and integrity, along with quality 
of production, bringing respect. Respect happens because 
no matter the type of Arabian horse that you choose 
to breed, others recognize that you have stayed true to 
your vision and created a program. Respect comes when 
others know you are honest, truthful in all matters, and 
they are able to count on you. Possibly, relevancy gets lost 
with age and in new trends that are forever evolving, but 
true elegance is in the way you handle your life, by being 
graceful and grateful. n

Divine’s Gift SMF
(Ali Saroukh x Dance Divine SMF by Simeon Shai)

Silver Maple Farm Family and Friends at the 2015 Egyptian Event.

Ali Saroukh
(Ruminaja Ali x Glorietasayonaara)

Sayo Sahran SMF
(Makhnificent KA x Bint Bint Sayo)
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